
At the end of July, Oscar Hall cycled from Newcastle-upon-Tyne to Edinburgh, following the route 
commonly known as "Coast and Castles". He tackled this with his dad and two friends from EBCC 
(Adam and Ally Pridmore) with whom we've done other adventures in the past. We'd looked into 
various routes for a summer adventure, but chose this one because it had the perfect mix of road and 
off-road (around 2/3 road, 1/3 off-road) as well as plenty to see and do along the way. We also took 
advice from Oscar's grandma who had previously ridden it over six days, but we decided that we 
would attempt it in four to make it a bit more of a challenge! Gravel bikes were chosen for the adults, 
Oscar's CX race bike was fitted with road wheels for the journey. 
 
We set off from Newcastle early on the first Saturday of the school holidays and followed the Tyne 
East to the sea, at which point we turned North and, facing directly into the wind, headed towards our 
first overnight stop at Warkworth. A brief detour to have lunch at Seaton Delaval Hall was a welcome 
break, but otherwise we finished the first day with no issues - 54.5 miles down already and legs and 
bikes well tested for what lay ahead. 
 
Heading North from Warkworth, day 2 started introduced more off-road sections (as well as more 
headwind!). Passing Dunstanburgh and Bamburgh castles, we were aiming for a late lunch stop on 
Holy Island so pressed onwards. After a quick blast over the causeway (Oscar currently holds the 
64th fastest time on Strava out of 2,536 riders!) lunch and a visit to the castle made for a perfect rest 
stop...although we found a sneaky CX test course on the back of the island, which was almost 
impossible to resist! The last 10 miles into Berwick were great fun - rocky, hilly and loose - and we 
were all tired smiles when we arrived at our overnight stop - another 65 miles done. 
 
Day 3 saw us turn inland, heading South West up the Tweed valley. Due to a bit of ham-fisted route 
planning by Dad, this day saw relatively few places to stop and eat and thus we rode for 3 hours 
straight before we even stopped for a cup of tea! More castles were to be found on this route (Norham 
Castle was especially grand) as well as the traditional border crossing into Scotland which was 
especially exciting for Oscar, having reached it under his own steam. The final blast was done at a 
sprint and we arrived in Melrose earlier than expected and enjoyed a nice walk around the shops and 
gardens in the late afternoon. Another 48 miles ticked off. 
 
Day 4 was always going to be the biggest challenge - tired legs, relatively high mileage and a big 
climb over the Moorfoot Hills into Edinburgh beckoned, so we set off with plenty of time in hand and 
took the rough gravel trail towards Innerleithen. After an early stop for tea and cake to charge us for 
the hills, we turned North and started the climb... well, Dad needn't have worried as Oscar got out of 
his saddle and barely sat down again for the next 45 minutes as we climbed 1400ft in 12 miles at an 
average speed of over 14mph! We had a well earned rest at the top, looking over the magnificent 
view of the Forth Estuary and Edinburgh in the distance (mostly while we waited for the rest of our 
group to catch up!) and then completed the last 20 miles into Edinburgh with mixed feelings as I don't 
think any of us wanted the ride to end. The arrival into Edinburgh was marked with a ride up the Royal 
Mile and celebratory photographs taken in front of the castle - the last 56 miles were ticked off and we 
went to find our ride back to Newcastle. 
 
On the way back, I was fully expecting Oscar to sleep after four days of constant effort, but he was so 
excited that I think that he was at least half sad that he wasn't getting to turn round and ride back 
again! 
 
Final distance: 224 miles (360km) 
Total moving time: 17hrs 45 minutes over 4 days 
 
....and for 2019? Well, at the moment, the Hebridean Way is looking very interesting! 
 
Photos: https://photos.app.goo.gl/5wxUDvoMkvhUGvVX7 
 

 


